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摘   要 
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Based on the results of research in the Chinese ontology and the comparative study 
of the verb reduplication in Chinese and Indonesian, we marked, made statistics and 
analyzed the natural corpus and the investigation corpus about the acquisition of the 
verb reduplication for Indonesian students. Combination of quantitative analysis and 
qualitative analysis, the three levels, including the syntax, semantics, pragmatics were 
studied. In order to reveal the acquisition regular pattern of the verb reduplication, 
according to the migration from the mother tongue and the rules of generalization, such 
as target bias point of view, we analyzed the reasons of the error and discussed the 
difficulties of the verb reduplication acquisition.The full text of the main contents 
include the following: 
First, we analyzed four respects about acquisition situation by Indonesian native 
learners, including acquisition order of the format of verb reduplication、the scope of 
the verb reduplication、the overlapping functions of the verb reduplication and the 
syntactic and pragmatic meaning of the verb reduplication. We discovered that the 
format for the acquisition of verb duplication is generally followed the order of that the 
simple format is easier to be learned and the complex format is more difficult, and 
compared with the perfect-type of the verb reduplication, the general-type is more 
easily learned; the acquisition of the verb reduplication without conditions is 
considerable good, as for the acquisition of the conditional verb reduplication has lots 
of problems; the error types about the semantic functions and the syntactic and 
pragmatic meaning of the verb reduplication are more complex, and the rate of the error 
is considerable high. 
Second, the appearance of the errors of the students, there are many reasons. One 
reason is the negative migration of the mother tongue. The verb reduplication in 
Chinese and Indonesian has both correspondence and non-correspondence in "syntax, 
semantics, pragmatics". Those knowledges in the two languages have both contact 
points and different points is more difficult to master. On the other hand, the appearance 
of the errors of the students is affected by the rules of generalization of the target 















restrictions in the use of the scope of syntactic function and semantic and pragmatic use, 
which make the acquisition of Indonesian students in the course of half-baked 
knowledge easily, and resulting in the use of the verb to avoid duplication or 
overlapping of the rules of verb generalization errors. 
Third, based on the errors and the reasons of the errors in the acquisition of the 
verb duplication, we made some advices for focused teaching. I hope that they are not 
only good for the teaching to Indonesian students, but also could be used for reference 
for the general duplication of teaching. 
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分类，有的严，有的宽。前者如王还（1963）[7]只讨论单字动词 VV、V 了 V、
二字动词 VV 三式；李人鉴（1964）[8]只承认单字动词 VV 和二字动词 VV 两式。
后者如张静（1979）[9]列出了 VV、V 一 V、V 了 V、V 了一 V、V 着 V 着、AABB
六式。而范芳莲（1964）[10]、刘月华（1984）[11]、毛敬修（1985）[12]、戴雪梅（1989）
[13]、李宇明（1996）[14]等多数人认为动词重叠的基本格式有四种：VV、V 一 V、



















究这八种动词重叠格式：AA、A 一 A、A 了 A、A 了一 A、ABAB、AB 了 AB、
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主谓结构的词，无论什么词性都不能重叠；2）动宾结构的词，一般以 AAB 式重
叠（动词、形容词除外）；3）偏正结构的词除名词外都有 ABAB 式和 AAB 式的























三）  动词重叠的功能研究 
这方面的研究主要有两个问题：第一，动词重叠式可作的句子成分问题。人
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